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Abst ract - -Th is  paper presents the mathematical analysis of a new variant of the discontinuous 
Galerkin method which is applicable to the numerical solution of diffusion problems, not requiring 
auxiliary variables such as those used in mixed methods. The focus of this study is on a class of linear 
second-order boundary value problems for which we prove stability and a priori error estimates in
both the finite- and infinite-dimensional spaces. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this work is to present he mathematical foundations of a new type of Discontinuous 
Galerkin Method (DGM) applicable to a broad class of partial differential equations. This paper 
addresses the treatment of second-order diffusion operators by finite element echniques in which 
the shape functions are discontinuous across interelement boundaries. The method supports 
hp-approximations on arbitrary meshes, including nonmatching grids. The main features of the 
method presented here are the following: 
• the method does not need auxiliary variables uch as those used in hybrid or mixed 
methods; 
• the method is robust and exhibits elementwise conservative approximations; 
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• coupled with the classical discontinuous Galerkin formulation for transport dominated 
problems, this formulation is applicable to a wide range of problems, from convection 
dominated to diffusion dominated cases; 
• the associated bilinear form renders a positive definite and well-conditioned matrix, thus 
allowing the use of standard iterative methods for high p and for distorted elements; 
• the formulation is particularly convenient for time-dependent problems, because the global 
mass matrix is block diagonal, with uncoupled blocks; 
• a priori error estimates are derived so that the parameters affecting the rate of convergence 
and limitations of the method are established; 
• the method is suited for adaptive control of error, and can deliver high-order accuracy 
where the solution is smooth; and 
• the cost of solution and implementation is acceptable. 
The development of discontinuous finite element methods for second-order lliptic problems 
dates back to the early 1970s; Nitsche [1] introduced the concept of replacing the boundary 
multipliers with the normal fluxes, and added stabilization terms to produce optimal convergence 
rates. A very similar approach is that of Percell and Wheeler [2], Wheeler [3], and Arnold [4]. 
A slightly different method was the p-formulation of Delves and Hall [5], they developed the 
so-called Global Element Method (GEM); applications can be found in [6]. The GEM consists 
essentially in the classical hybrid formulation for a Poisson problem with the Lagrange multiplier 
eliminated in terms of the dependent variables; namely, the Lagrange multiplier is replaced by 
the average flux across interelement boundaries. A major disadvantage of the GEM is that the 
matrix associated with space discretizations of diffusion operators i indefinite, thus the method 
is unable to solve time dependent diffusion problems; and being indefinite, the linear systems 
associated with steady state diffusion problems needs special iterative schemes. The interior 
penalty formulations ofWheeler [3] and Arnold [4] utilize the bilinear form of the GEM augmented 
with a penalty term which includes the jumps of the solution across elements. Disadvantages of 
this approach include the dependence of stability and convergence rates on the penalty parameter, 
the loss of the conservation property at element level, and a bad conditioning of the matrices. 
The DGM for diffusion operators developed in this study is a modification of the GEM, which is 
free from the above deficiencies. More details on these formulations, and the relative merits of 
each one are presented in [7,8]. 
The underlying reason for developing a method based on discontinuous approximations for 
diffusion operators is to solve convection-diffusion problems. Solutions to convection-diffusion 
systems of equations using discontinuous Galerkin approximations have been obtained with mixed 
formulations, introducing auxiliary variables to cast the governing equations as a first-order 
system of equations. A disadvantage of this approach is that for a problem in R d, for each variable 
subject o a second-order differential operator, d more variables and equations are introduced. 
This methodology was used by Dawson [9], and Arbogast and Wheeler in [10], also by Bassi and 
Rebay [11,12] for the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations, Lomtev, Quillen and Karniadakis 
in [13-16] and Warburton, Lomtev, Kirby and Karniadakis in [17] solved the Navier-Stokes 
equations discretizing the Euler fluxes with the DG method and using a mixed formulation for 
the viscous fluxes. A similar approach was followed by Cockburn and Shu in the development of 
the Local Discontinuous Galerkin method [18], see also a short-course notes by Cockburn [19]. 
The discontinuous Galerkin method analyzed in this paper supports h-, p-, and hp-version 
approximations and can produce sequences of approximate solutions that are exponentially con- 
vergent in standard norms. We explore the stability of the method for one-dimensional diffusion 
problems and we present a priori error estimates. Optimal order h- and p-convergence in the H 1 
norm is observed in one-dimensional applications. 
Following this Introduction, Section 2 introduces the model problem and the variational formu- 
lation in an infinite-dimensional setting, Section 3 presents the analysis for a finite-dimensional 
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space of basis functions, Section 4 introduces an a priori error estimate, and finally Section 5 
presents numerical experiments which confirm the theoretical results from previous ections. 
2. INF IN ITE-D IMENSIONAL CASE 
In this section, we focus on two-point diffusion problems in one-dimensional domains 
(d = 1). The class of problems considered is first solved using infinite-dimensional spaces of 
basis functions, the objective is to identify a complete space of functions which will make possi- 
ble an approximation to the exact solution within any tolerance, however small it might be. 
2.1. Mode l  P rob lem and Approx imat ion  
We consider a model second-order boundary value problem characterized as follows. 
Let the domain ~ C R be subject o a partition Ph consisting in N(7~h) elements f/e as shown 
in Figure 1, 
N(~'~) 
= U ~, ,  n ,  =(x~,x~+l ) ,  x,  <x ,+ l ,  0n ,  = (x~,x~+l} .  
n,e~'h(n)  
Given data (f~ C R, S, f, g), find a function u such that 
d2u 
dx 2 = S, on fl, 
u = f, at FD, 
du 
dn g' at FN, 
(i) 
where FD and FN are the sets of points where Dirichlet and Newmann boundary conditions are 
imposed, i.e., 
rD = {Xi: U(X,) = f(x,)},  
{ do } 
rN = x, :  ~(x , )  = g(x,) , 
FDV~r'N : 0, FDUFN = {Xl, XN+I}, and FD ~ @. Thus, we consider Dirichlet problems (FN = @) 
or mixed boundary conditions with u specified at xl or xN+1, and d~ ~-~ at the opposite nd, i.e., 
d,,_ d~ifrN={Zl},and~=~ifrN={XN+l}. 
The set of interior points is rint = {x2,... ,XN}; and n = {n} = {-4-1} is the unit outward 
vector to f~ at the end points FD U FN, and at xi E Fint, it is arbitrarily chosen pointing to the 
element with lower index. 
Let V(7~h) be the space of discontinuous basis functions which we characterize in Section 2.2. 
The solution to problem (1) can be obtained as follows: 
[find u E V(7~h) such that B(u,v) = L(v), Vv e V(7~h)], 
where 
(2) 
In dv du . ( dv v dU ~ 
B(u,v)= Z ~x'~x dx+ Z -~'~n u -  dnJ (xi) 
f leEPh  e x iE rD 
ziErlnt 
n(v) = ~ vSdx + Z ke n ] (x,)+ Z (vg)(x,), (4) 
fte E'Ph e xi  E r  D x ,  EF N 
(3) 
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Figure 1. Domain and discontinuous approximation. 
~(x i )  = du 
[u](xi) = u(xi) l .o - u (z , ) l . . ,  e > f, 
(,o) ) 
(xO = 5 ~ (xi)ln° + ~ (x i ) l . ,  , 
A norm associated with (3) can be defined as follows: 
where 
Xi E Fint N FD,  
Xi E [`int, 
Xi E ['int. 
,',,,~, = E I,,,,~,,,o + E (h.l,,~ + hi (d"~ ~'~ 
n, el:'~, =,ero \dn] J (x~) 
+ E (h:'E'J ~ + h, !"  \~ =,er,., \ dn / ,) (x,), 
2 ~ du du 
lull,no = , ~xx ~xx dx, 
(5) 
(6) 
and hi is a boundary function used to homogenize the norm, defined as follows: 
~-, xi • Ofl~ n FD, 
h, = (h, + hi) (7) 
2 , x~e(0~n0~2f )  Crant, l<e ,  f_<N(Ph).  
The motivation for the preceding definition of hi will become clear during the proof of stability 
for the finite-dimensional case (Section 3.1). The space of functions 
g3/2+'('Ph) = {v e L2(~) : "In, e g3/2+%~e, V~, E i~h(fl)} (8) 
is the biggest functional space among all Hs(1~h) on which II.llv remains finite. 
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For u, v • V(TPh), the bilinear form can be bounded as follows: 
B(u,v) <_ II~llvll~llv, (9) 
where [[.l[ v denotes the above defined mesh-dependent norm. 
2.2. Character i za t ion  of  the  Space V(Ph) 
When the domain ~ is subject to a family of regular partitions {Ph}, the norm II.llv is well 
defined and we can discuss the completion of H3/2+e(TPh) under the norm II.]]v in the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 
space 
where 
and 
with norm 
2.1. The completion of the space Ha/2+e(Ph) under the norm I[.llv is the product 
v(ph)  = x = u(ph)  x w(rv~), 
U(Ph) = {v: vln ~ E gl(f~e), Vae • Ph(~t)} (10) 
W(F~h) = {q : q • R M, M = dim(F~,~), F~,~ = Fi~t U FD}, 
II~ll~: = 
I1~1t× = x/ll~ll~ + Ilqll~, w ---- (v, q) E X, (11) 
Ilqll~, = ~ (hiq2i), (12) 
xl E r'D OFInt 
E [VI2, "~ -~- E (h~-lv2) (xi) -~ E (h~'I[v]2) (xi)" (13) 
~e E'Ph xl EFD xl EP|nt 
PROOF. The space X furnished with the norm ][.[[x is complete. Given u E V(Ph), let us associate 
the element (~, cl) so that fi = u, Vgte E Ph(~), and 
then 
du 
Pi = d---n' xi E F D, 
"~n ' Xi E Fint , 
II(~,el)ll× _< II~llv. (14) 
Let {un} E V(Ph) be Cauchy under II.]]v. Then (14) implies that (fin,0n) is Cauchy in X, and 
given that X is complete, (fiN, £1n) ) (u, p) E X. 
Now let (u, p) E X, then there exist {fi~} E H2fte, fie E Ph, such that 
--UlIH,a¢ < en, en , O, 
n~EPh 
because H2(~te) is dense in hl(~e), and also 
( E - E 
x~EFlnt x~EFD 
(h;' (~  - ~)~) (x~))'/5 < c~,  (15) 
where C depends on Ph but is independent of u and n. 
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Given that X is complete, we can construct he sequence {u~} E H2(f~e), Vf~ E Ph(~), SO 
that 
e 2 2 
I1~, - u,,llH,(ao) < e,,, 
~EPh 
due 
dn = Pi, xi E I9~'~e f"l F D, 
u~ _ 1 
dn 2 p~' x~ E 0~e n I~int .
Hence, (u~,p) , (u,p) in X and {un} E V(Ph) is Cauchy under II.llv. 
2.3. The  Var iat iona l  Formulat ion  in the  Space X 
The variational formulation in the product space X is the following: 
[find A= (u,p) E x such that BH = (A,w) = LH(W), Vcg = (v,q) E x], (16) 
where 
and 
BH(A,W) = 
+ (q,u-p,v)+ 
XI~P D Xi~I~lnt 
(q, [u] - p, [v]) (xd 
(17) 
LH(W)= E {/a vSdx}+ E (qJ)(xi)+ E (vgi)(xi). (18) 
~teETDh c x iEF  D x iEF  N 
2.3 .1 .  Stabi l i ty  analys is  in the  space  X 
Using (11)-(13), the bilinear form (17) can be bounded as follows: 
IBH(~,~) I  _< II¢Xlt~II~IIx. 
To prove stability, we present he following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. The stability of the variational formulation (16) is given by the following estimate: 
IBH(A,u~)[ 1 
inf sup > ~ (19) 
~¢0 we0 
and 
inf sup [Bg(A,w)[ > 0. (20) 
wEX ~.EX 
PROOF. Taking an arbitrary A = (u, p) and w = 71(u-y, p+z),  where y E U(7~h) and z E w( rp , )  
are arbitrary functions, and ~/is a scaling parameter that will render [[w[[ x < [[)q[×, we get 
BH(A,W) = T1 (a E (lul~,a~ - (u,y) l ,n~) + 
EPh 
+ (zdul+pdyl)), 
xiErint 
E (ziu+piy) 
x{EFD (21) 
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and picking z e W(FPh) such that 
{ h[l~0 u, xi E FD, zi = h~-l[70u], xi e r i ,t ,  
O, xz E FN, 
where h is that defined in (7). Selecting y E U(Ph) such that 
{ hip~, xi E F D M O~e, 
1 Vf~e E Ph(f~), y(xi) = ~he(n: ne)pi, xi E Fint N 0~e, 
O, Xi E F N CI O~"~e, 
with a linear interpolation on f~e between the boundary values, we get 
lyh,~o -< _< ~h, (p~+l + P~), 
and using again the definition of h given in (7), we get 
lYI~,n, < ~ (hiPZi) < IlPll~v. 
~e ~Dh xi~rDUFint 
Noting that the terms (n. n~) assume the values +1, we get [y] = (hp)i on Fint, and 
Z (z,~+v,y)+ ~ (z,[~] +v,[yl)(~,) 
Zi ~FD ziErlnt 
= ~ (h;~, ~ + h,p, ~) + ~ (h;'[~] 2 + h,p, ~) (x,), 
• i~I~D XI~FIn t
and also the following conditions: 
[Izll2 = E (h~-llt2) (Xi) 4- 
xiEl" o 
Ilyll 2 ~ lyl 2 + 
ZiETDUrint 
we can estimate )7 as follows: 
I1~11[ = ~' (li~ - yll 2 + lip + -.li 2)  
--< 2772 (INII~ + Ilyll~ + Ilpll~v + Ilzll~v) _< 6n2ll~ll~. 
Therefore, with ~ = 1 /v~ we obtain II~llx <- IlXllx. 
Using (21), (24), and (u, Yh,n. _< ]/2{lull,no + lUI~,n~}, we get 
fl,E79h 
(h?X[u] 2) (x,) ~ Ilull~ - lu l  2, 
Xl Erint 
(h,p~) ds < 211PII~, 
2 - l y lx , . . )+  (lula,.. 2 
+E 
z~EFinz 
(h?l~ 2 + h,v, ~) (x,) 
zIEFD 
109 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
In this section, we have proven that the variational formulation (16) in the space X is stable, 
therefore, there exists a unique solution to (16). 
as asserted. | 
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3. F IN ITE-D IMENSIONAL APPROXIMATION 
The discontinuous Galerkin approximation (2) is now restricted to a subspace Vp(7~h) of the 
Hilbert space V(7~h) analyzed in the preceding sections. Using Vp(Ph) instead of V(Ph), the 
general form of the error estimate can be written as follows [20,21]: 
HU-Uh,,V <_ (1+ ~h) w~v~inf ,,u--w,,v, (25) 
where M is the continuity constant, which is unity from (9), and 7h is the inf-sup parameter 
defined as 
IIS( ,v)ll 
inf sup > 7h. 
What must be established to apply (25) is how the inf-sup parameter "Yh depends upon the 
discretization parameters h and p. We analyze this behavior in some detail in the following 
sections. We establish that for hp approximations, 7h is independent of h and p for two-point 
boundary-value problems. 
Let us consider the finite-dimensional subspace V~,(Ph) C V(:Ph) defined as 
N(Ph) 
effil 
(26) 
where for every element fie E Ph, the finite-dimensional space of real-valued shape functions 
Pp° (f~e) is the space of polynomials of degree _< Pe. 
The discontinuous Galerkin approximation i Vp(Ph) is: 
[ find Uh E Vp('Ph) such that B(uh, Vh) = L(Vh), VVh E Vp(7 ~) [, 
where B(., .) and L(.) are defined in (3) and (4), respectively. 
(27) 
3.1. Discrete Stability Analysis 
In this section, we prove the stability of formulation (27) defined on the finite-dimensional 
subspace Vp('Ph). 
THEOREM 3.1. In the space Vp('Ph), if pe >_ 3, 1 <_ e < N(Ph), the bilinear form (3) of the 
discontinuous Galerkin approximation satisfies 
inf sup [B(u,v)[ > (1-(1/2)Ao) 
Ilullvllvll. - (17 ' 
where 1.23 < Ao < 1.24 independently of the discretization parameters Pe and he. 
REMARK. Theorem 3.1 is proven below for polynomial basis functions of degree > 3. Numerical 
experiments indicate, however, that the method is stable and convergent for polynomial basis 
functions of degree _> 2. 
PROOF. For convenience in the proof, we shall work with the norm I[.[[~, which is equivalent to 
the norm [I.[[v given in (6), except for the use of ~-1 = 1/2(h~-1 + h~l) rather than hi -1 in the 
first term of the summation with xi E Fint: 
a~e~'h ~,ero _ \dn]  ] (28) 
,,er,., \ \ dn / ] (x,). 
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Let v* = u+w, where w ~ P3(f~e), Vile E Pu(~) is uniquely defined by the following boundary 
values: 
( 
w(x~) = I - - - -  
k 
dn~ (x~) :
he du 
2 dn (x~)' 
O, 
- ~ (~) (~. n~), 
xi ~ 0fie gl FD, 
x i~  0 f le~FN,  
X~ ~ 0~e n Fint, 
2h j1u(x~) ,  
0, 
he I [U(Xi)] (n. he), 
x iE0~enFD,  
xi ~ 0~e V1Fint, 
(29) 
(30) 
where n~ is the unit outward vector to fl~ at 0fie, and h, is the length of ~e. The terms (n- n~) 
assume the values +1. Note that given the above boundary conditions, w E P3(fle) exists and is 
uniquely defined. 
Using the definitions (29) and (30), we get the following identities which are valid Vx~ E I~int, 
i.e., for every boundary point xi between two adjacent elements with indices e and f, we have 
(du) [w]=-h~ ~,  where h~ = l(h~ + hi) 
and (dw / 1 
Substituting the above definitions and identities in the bilinear form, and using the definition 
hi = he~2 at xi E Ofl~ n F D, we obtain 
B(u,v*) = (dudu dudw)  ~ + ~  d~ 
f~ET~ h
• ,ero \~nn] ) (xi) + ~,~r,., ~ h71[u]2 + hi ~nn (x~). 
Next, we observe that 
Iwll ~) 
- ,e~'h " \dx]  j - 2 + ' 
where the value of [w[1 is estimated using the following eigenvalue problem. 
Find Ao such that 
\dx ]  dx <_)~o ~ \"~n] + (w) 2 , Vw E P3(fle), (31) 
where the subindex e denotes a generic element in the partition. Note that (31) is in nondimen- 
sional form, therefore ~o is independent of h~ = x~+l  - x~,  i.e., it is a constant Vfl~ E ~Ph(fl). 
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Using the values of w on the boundary of each element as specified in (29) and (30), we have 
the following estimate: 
~ \ a= ) d= <__ ao 2h;lu = + -~ \~)  ) 
~.EPh ~ x 
I, x i=O~J - I r  o 
+ ~ (h-di+h-ii)[u]2+½(h.+hS)\dnl ] 
x IEFD 
x i=O~er ' l FD  
- ~,~.° ten / )  (=') 
• ,er,.t \dn / ]  (x,) , 
and now 
(32) 
Finally, 
I lwll} = Iwl~ + ~ h(lu: + hi ~n (=~) + h T'[ul2 + hi ~ (=i) 
x i~r  D x i~ i n t  
< (Ao + 1) h71u 2+ hi ~ (xi) + ~ h~-l[u] 2 + hi ~nn (xi) , 
X D X/~Fint 
Ilwll~, < (~,o + 1)Ilull,~, 
and 
II~*lle < Ilulle + Ilwlle < (1 + ~) I lu l le .  (33) 
B(u,v*) (1 - (1/2)Ao) 
sup - -  > Ilulle, 
v*#0 
and given that ~-1 _> h~-I on P in t  implies that I[.llff > [I.[Iv, we get the stability condition 
B (u, v*) (1 - (1/2)Ao) 
sup > [uh,n. 
v*#0 
as asserted. 
REMARK 3.1. 
lem (31) can be bounded as 1.23 < Ao < 1.24. Using this bound, we can write 
B (u,v*) 
sup > o.15llullv. 
,,-~v~ IIv*llv - 
v*#0 
| 
It has been found numerically that the exact solution Ao to the eigenvalue prob- 
B(u ,v* )>~luh+ - ~,~r. +h, kdn] )(zi) 
+ } 
~,~r,.< \ dn l ) (=i) , 
B(u,v*) > ( l - -~)  llu,l}. 
From the definition of w, which is based on four boundary conditions for each element, and 
using the estimate (32), we bound [[w[[ ~ as follows: 
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3.2. Numerical Evaluation of the InfoSup Condition 
This section presents the results of several numerical experiments designed to evaluate the 
inf-sup condit ion for the model problem analyzed in the preceding sections. First, the inf-sup 
condit ion is evaluated as described in [7], for different number of elements N(7~h) and for uniform 
p~ = p, 1 < e < N(7~h). Note that  from the inf-sup condit ion standpoint ,  he cases in which some 
elements in the part i t ion have 2 <= p~ < p is just a part icular case of p~ = p, 1 < e < N(~h) .  
Results are collected in Table 1. It is clear that  for this class of model problems the inf-sup 
constant is asymptot ical ly independent of h and p. 
Table 1. Inf-sup constant for Laplace's equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
Uniform mesh. 
Number of Elements 
P 2 4 8 16 32 64 
2 .3333333 .3333333 .3333333 .3333333 .3333333 .3333333 
3 .5031162 .5031162 .5031162 .5031162 .5031162 .5031162 
4 .5031162 .5031162 .5031162 .5031162 .5031162 .5031162 
5 .5039530 .5039530 .5039530 .5039530 .5039530 .5039530 
6 .5039530 .5039530 .5039530 .5039530 .5039530 .5039530 
7 .5025293 .5025293 .5025293 .5025293 .5025293 .5025293 
8 .5025293 .5025293 .5025293 .5025293 .5025293 .5025293 
Table 2. Inf-sup constant for Laplace's equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
Random distribution ofmesh points (1/4). 
P 
Number of Elements 
2 4 8 16 32 64 
2 .3333485 .3365059 .3586421 .3460370 .3500695 .3506928 
3 .5031302 .5032297 .5034426 .5034566 .5034003 .5033587 
4 .5037151 .5032127 .5036960 .5037744 .5035089 .5036255 
5 .5039498 .5037831 .5038352 .5037374 .5038389 .5037868 
6 .5039400 .5038976 .5038288 .5038620 .5037359 .5037929 
7 .5024107 .5024598 .5025075 .5024672 .5023690 ,5023519 
8 .5025245 .5024703 .5023743 .5024000 .5023425 ,5023330 
Table 3. Infosup constant for Laplace's equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
Geometric distribution ofmesh points (hmin/hraax = 10-7). 
Number of Elements 
P 
2 4 8 16 32 64 
2 .3440400 .3572851 .3650082 .3658733 .3658805 .3658805 
3 .5032378 .5033161 .5033382 .5033402 .5033402 .5033402 
4 .5034964 .5037628 .5038515 .5038596 .5038596 .5038596 
5 .5038662 .5038452. 5038392 .5038387 .5038387 .5038387 
6 .5038321 .5037621 .5037426 .5037409 .5037409 .5037409 
7 .5024515 .5024277 .5024210 .5024204 .5024204 .5024204 
8 .5024281 .5023737 .5023585 .5023572 .5023571 .5023571 
Table 2 shows the effect of a random distr ibut ion of nodal points, where the worst aspect ratio 
between adjacent elements is 1/4, and Table 3 shows the effect of a geometric distr ibut ion of 
mesh points such that  hmin/hmax = 10 -7. 
The asymptot ic values obtained are higher than the analytic value because the latter is only a 
lower bound of the exact inf-sup constant. 
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4. A PRIORI ERROR EST IMATION 
The approximation properties of Vp(Ph) will be estimated using standard local approximation 
estimates (see [22]). Let u E HS(~c); there exist a constant C depending on s but independent 
of u, he, and Pe, and a polynomial up of degree Pc, such that for any 0 _< r _< s the following 
estimate holds: 
]~/.L - -  ~ / .L i t  
Ilu - upll.,~o < C~l lu l l . , r~ . ,  s _> 0, (34) 
Pc 
where ll.[[r,a: denotes the usual Sobolev norm, and # = rain (Pc + 1, s). 
An a priori error estimate is given by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let the solution u to (27) E Hs('Ph(~)), with s > 3/2. Given that the approxi- 
mation estimate (34) holds for the spaces Vp(~Oh), the error of the approximate solution UDG can 
be bounded as follows: 
[ h.~,.-1-c \ 2 
li,~-u~,oli~. _<c ~ /'_';_,/=_cilulls.,~. / , (as) 
N.E~h \ Pe  } 
where #e = min (Pe + 1, s), e 
he, and Pe. 
> 0 +, and the constant C depends on s but is independent of u, 
PROOF. Let us first bound Ilullv as follows: 
-1  2 Ilull¢ _< o E (I,~l~,a< + h Ilullli~+<,n. + hll,,lli/:+c.~o), (3~) 
n~ E'Ph 
and using the approximation estimate presented in (34), there exists a local polynomial approx- 
imation up of u E HS(Tah(~)) in the norm [[.Hv such that 
( he~_l_ c )2  
Ilu-,@il~, _< c ~ itp:_~i~_" Ilull,,a. , 
~E'Ph 
3 
s>2,  #e=min(pc+l , s ) ,  e >0 +. 
Finally, using the continuity and inf-sup parameters, and assuming that the exact solution 
u E Hs(Ph), we arrive at the following a priori error estimate: 
HU- UDG[[ 2 ~_ 1 + -~ ~in f  t lu -  wpl]~ < C E ~ ][ull',a~ ' 
n~ePh 
where s > 3/2,/ze - min (Pe + 1, s), and C depends on s but is independent of u, he, and Pe. | 
REMARK 4.1. The error estimate (35) is a bound for the worst possible case, including all possible 
data. For a wide range of data, however, the error estimate (35) may be pessimistic, and the 
actual rate of convergence can be larger than that suggested by the above boUnd. | 
5. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
We first analyze test cases of the following type: 
d2u 
dx 2 = S, on [0, 1], 
u(x) = 0, at x = 0 and x = 1. 
(37) 
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First, we consider problem (37) with S = (41r) 2 sin(4rx), for which the exact solution is Uexac t 
(X) = sin(47rx). Figure 2 shows error in the norm H.IIv and h convergence rate for uniform 
meshes. Figure 3 shows error and h convergence rate for nonuniform meshes obtained by succes- 
sive refinements of an initial grid with a subsequent random displacement of value =t=0.20h to each 
interior node. These figures show an asymptotic onvergence rate of order O(hP) in agreement 
with Theorem 4.1. Note: the h convergence rate is given by 
CRh = log(e2h/eh), eh = IlUh -- Uexl[Y. 
log(2) 
The next test cases measure the error in the L2-norm. Problem (37) is solved with S = 
(27r) 2 sin(21rx) on uniform meshes, Figure 4 shows error in the L2-norm and h convergence rate. 
These figures indicate an asymptotic onvergence rate of order O(h p+I) for p odd and O(h p) for p 
even. This test did not involve p > 7 because after the first mesh refinement the error was I]ell < 
10 -la. Next, problem (37) is solved on a nonuniform grid (=t:0.20h) with S = (6r) 2 sin(6zrx). 
Figure 5 shows error and h convergence rate, it is clear from these figures that the asymptotic 
convergence rate do not deteriorate for nonuniform grids. The numerical convergence rates agree 
with the upper bound of' order O(h p) obtained in [23]. 
The following test case deals with h and p convergence rates in the H 1 seminorm. This test 
case is the solution to problem (37) with S = (3~r) 2sin(31rx), for which the exact solution is 
uexact(x) = 1 + sin(31rx). 
We define the p-convergence rate (CRp) as 
CRp-  log( ep/ ep+ l ) 
l og ( l+ l /p ) '  ep = [U- Uexll, p >_ 2. 
Figure 6 shows h and p convergence rates in the H 1 seminorm, and Figure 7 in the H 2 
seminorm. From these figures, it is evident hat the h convergence rate is optimal. The behavior 
of the p-convergence rate can be estimated by considering that the error in [.[1 is ep ~ hP/(p!), 
then CRp ~ plog ((p + 1)/h), which is the asymptotic onvergence rate shown in the figure. 
We conclude that the convergence rates are optimal in all the norms considered except in the 
L2-norm, in which a loss of accuracy is observed for even powers of p~. 
6. SUMMARY 
This paper presented the mathematical nalysis of a new discontinuous Galerkin method for 
the approximation of diffusion terms in the context of convection-diffusion problems. Utilizing 
the method analyzed in this paper, we extend the class of problems that can be solved by 
discontinuous Galerkin techniques to problems involving dissipative or diffusive terms, such as 
those appearing in the Navier-Stokes equations. 
The stability study for diffusion problems hows that the method is very robust, optimal h 
and p convergence rates are obtained, and high-order accuracy is obtained when the regularity 
of the solution is high enough. 
Even though this study was carried out in a one-dimensional setting, the mathematical nalysis 
demonstrated the distinguishing characteristics of the formulation. 
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